Supercontinuum generation in optical fibers is one of the most dramatic nonlinear effects discovered 1-3 , allowing short pulses to be converted into multi-octave spanning coherent spectra. This process has enabled self-referencing of optical frequency combs, establishing the RF-tooptical link 4,5 . However, generating supercontinua that are both coherent and broadband requires pulses that are simultaneously ultrashort with high peak power 6,7 . This results in a reducing efficiency with increasing pulse repetition rate, that has hindered supercontinua at microwave line spacing, i.e. 10s of GHz, ideally suited for optical frequency division 8 , Raman spectral imaging 9 , telecommunications 10 , or astro-spectrometer calibration 11 . Soliton microcombs 12,13 by contrast, can generate octavespanning spectra 14,15 , but with good conversion efficiency only at vastly higher repetition rates in the 100s of GHz 16 . Here, we bridge this efficiency gap with resonant supercontinuum, allowing supercontinuum generation using input pulses with an ultra-low 6 picojoule energy, and duration of 1 picosecond, 10-fold longer than what is typical 17 .
Supercontinuum generation in optical fibers is one of the most dramatic nonlinear effects discovered 1-3 , allowing short pulses to be converted into multi-octave spanning coherent spectra. This process has enabled self-referencing of optical frequency combs, establishing the RF-tooptical link 4,5 . However, generating supercontinua that are both coherent and broadband requires pulses that are simultaneously ultrashort with high peak power 6, 7 . This results in a reducing efficiency with increasing pulse repetition rate, that has hindered supercontinua at microwave line spacing, i.e. 10s of GHz, ideally suited for optical frequency division 8 , Raman spectral imaging 9 , telecommunications 10 , or astro-spectrometer calibration 11 . Soliton microcombs 12, 13 by contrast, can generate octavespanning spectra 14, 15 , but with good conversion efficiency only at vastly higher repetition rates in the 100s of GHz 16 . Here, we bridge this efficiency gap with resonant supercontinuum, allowing supercontinuum generation using input pulses with an ultra-low 6 picojoule energy, and duration of 1 picosecond, 10-fold longer than what is typical 17 .
By applying synchronous pulse-driving 18 to a dispersion-engineered, lowloss Si 3 N 4 photonic chip microresonator 19 , we generate dissipative Kerr solitons with a strong dispersive wave, both bound to the input pulse. This creates a smooth, flattened 2,200 line frequency comb, with an electronically detectable repetition rate of 28 GHz, constituting the largest bandwidth-line-count product for any microcomb generated to date. Strikingly, we observe that solitons exist in a weakly bound state with the input pulse, stabilizing their repetition rate 18, 20 , but simultaneously allowing noise transfer from one to the other to be suppressed 20,21 even for offset frequencies 100 times lower than the linear cavity decay rate. We demonstrate that this nonlinear filtering can be enhanced by pulse-driving asynchronously, in order to preserve the coherence of the comb. Taken together, our work establishes resonant supercontinuum as a promising route to broadband and coherent spectra.
Supercontinuum generation (SCG, or 'white light' generation 22 ) is a process where high intensity optical pulses are converted into coherent octave-spanning spectra by propagation through a dispersion-engineered waveguide, fiber, or material ( Fig. 1(a) ). Following the demonstration of dramatic broadening in optical fiber 2 , the process has been well studied in photonic crystal fibers 7, 23 , owing to their capacity for dispersion engineering. SCG is based on a combination of nonlinear phenomenon including soliton fission, dispersive wave formation, and the Raman self-frequency shift 24 . Commonly, in order to generate a supercontinuum which is coherent as well as having ultra-high bandwidth, ultrashort pulses (∼100 fs) with high peak powers (1 kW) are needed so that the pulse undergoes a process known as soliton fission 24, 25 , as opposed to incoherent modulation instability 6 . Dispersive wave emission (alternatively soliton Cherenkov radiation 26 ) simultaneously serves to extend the spectrum towards other spectral regions far from the pump 27 . To achieve this, SCG has most often required the input of mode-locked laser systems operating at repetition rates of <1 GHz so as to provide large pulse energies. Although photonic chip-based waveguides with a high material nonlinearity have reduced required pulse energies by an order of magnitude, and have allowed lithographic dispersion engineering [28] [29] [30] [31] , synthesis of octave spanning spectra with line spacing >10 GHz has remained challenging. Accessing this regime has been achieved using SCG driven with electro-optic frequency combs [32] [33] [34] [35] , providing ultrabroad frequency comb formation at repetition rates of 10-30 GHz, although multiple stages of amplification and pulse-compression were required in order to replicate the same pulse duration and peak powers available from mode-locked lasers.
An alternative technique for the generation of coherent frequency comb spectra is Kerr comb generation 13 , i.e. soliton microcombs. Kerr comb generation uses the resonant build-up of a continuous-wave laser to generate a frequency comb via parametric frequency conversion and the formation of dissipative Kerr solitons (DKS) 12 . These DKS exhibit a rich landscape of dynamical states, such as breathing 36, 37 , chaos 38 , and bound-states 39 . In contrast to SCG, DKS circulate indefinitely and are a soliton of an 'open system', relying on a double balance of nonlinearity and dispersion, as well as parametric gain and dissipation 40 . The cavity enhances the pump field, dramatically reducing the input power threshold for soliton formation. Yet, the process itself has an efficiency that reduces with decreasing repetition rate owing to the reduced overlap of the DKS and the background pump 16 (Fig. 1(b) ). As a consequence, octave-spanning soliton microcombs to date have been synthesized with 1 THz line spacing 14, 15 , and it has proven challenging to syn- thesize spectra with 10-50 GHz repetition rate with either SCG or microcomb formation. However, a growing number of applications benefit from coherent supercontinua with line spacing in the microwave domain that can be easily detected and processed by electronics. Such widely-spaced comb spectra are resolvable in diffractionbased spectrometers for astrocombs 41, 42 , and are highly appropriate as sources for massively parallel wavelengthdivision multiplexing 10, 43 . They can also remove the ambiguity in the identification of individual comb lines.
In this work we demonstrate resonant supercontinuum generation, a synthesis between conventional SCG and soliton microcombs ( Fig. 1(c) ). By supplying a microresonator with a pulsed input, we take equal advantage of the resonant enhancement offered by the cavity, as well as the higher peak input powers and conversion efficiency allowed by pulses as compared to CW 44 . Where recent works on pulse-driven Kerr cavities for DKS generation have focused on facilitating access to single soliton generation with high conversion efficiency 18 , and peak-power enhancement 45 , the use of dispersion-optimized photonic waveguides to generate a spectrum with an enhanced bandwidth and flatness has not yet been demonstrated with this method. In our work, we make use of the lowloss photonic Si 3 N 4 resonator platform 46 . By promoting low dispersion with a strong third-order component, we generate a flattened, broadband spectrum close to 2/3 of an octave wide, using ten times lower pulse energy, and ten times longer pulse duration than in conventional Si 3 N 4 -based SCG 35, 47 and with an electronically detectable repetition rate of 28 GHz.
We further investigate, numerically and experimen- tally, the nature of the bonding between the generated DKS and the driving pulse 48 , particularly the nonlinear filtering 21 of noise transfer this weak bonding gives rise to. This nonlinear filtering is found, remarkably, to combat noise multiplication, a known drawback of EO-combdriven SCG, where frequency noise on the input pulse repetition rate is transferred and multiplied over the generated optical lines destroying their coherence 33, 49 . We find a way to maximize this filtering, in both simulations and experiment.
Resonant Supercontinuum Results. The chipbased Si 3 N 4 microresonator used for this experiment (a section depicted in Fig. 1(h) ), has a free spectral range (FSR) of 27.88 GHz and a loaded linewidth in the telecom band of 110 MHz (most probably value 19 ). The waveguide dimensions have been selected to give a low dispersion of β 2 = −11 fs 2 /mm. The pulse-train incident on this chip is synthesized using cascaded electrooptic modulation, intensity modulation, and dispersion compensation 50,51 (see Fig. 1(d) ), providing pulses with a minimum duration of 1 ps, at a repetition rate f eo = 13.94 GHz. In this way, the microresonator is subharmonically pumped every two roundtrips 41 . This decreases the conversion efficiency by a factor of 2, but reduces the requirements on the microwave transmission system. A tunable RF signal generator supplies f eo , and we keep two alternative RF sources -with relatively high (RF-1) and low (RF-2) phase-noise respectively -in order to observe how their frequency noise is transferred to the resonant supercontinuum. Further details are given in Methods.
DKS states are generated on the input pulses by sweeping their carrier frequency ω p from the blue-to the reddetuned side of the cavity resonance ω 0 , to the region of cavity bistability 12 , such that the detuning δω = ω 0 − ω p > 0. Before a DKS can be formed stably, the difference between the repetition rate of the pulse-train f eo and the cavity FSR has to be matched to within a 'locking range'. Inside this range, the generated soliton becomes locked to the driving pulse 18 (or modulated background 20 ) , so that the comb f rep = f eo . A simulated example of this is depicted in Fig. 2(a) . In this experiment, the locking range is ∼30-50 kHz.
The measured output spectrum of the microresonator during single-state DKS operation are presented in Fig.  2 (c), generated at two input powers: the minimum required to form a DKS, and a higher power generating the most energetic spectrum for this work. They both exist at the maximum accessible cavity detuning δω, where the spectral bandwidth of the DKS scales as Ω S ∝ √ P 0 52,53 , hence the dramatic broadening of the spectra. The first, least energetic soliton has a 3-dB bandwidth of 9.5 THz, and an estimated pulse duration of 55 fs based on a sech 2 fit. The energy of a soliton scales the same way 16 , hence this first DKS has the highest conversion efficiency from input comb to generated lines of 8%. The high-energy DKS measurably spans 64 THz or 600 nm, accounting for 2,300 measurable lines (1,400 in 10 dB), and has a conversion efficiency of 2.8%. This is the highest linecount for a single-state DKS, with a bandwidth exceeding the C+L bands, to our knowledge. Simulations shown in Fig. 2 (a,b) replicating the measured spectrum predict a distorted DKS due to the strong dispersive wave emission, and having a duration of ∼ 24 fs. The spectrum is strongly enhanced on the long-wavelength side due to the prominent third-order dispersion of the waveguide, forming a dispersive wave at 1957 nm, combined with the soliton Raman self-frequency shift which has shifted the spectral center towards 1590 nm 54, 55 .
Importantly, no fast-tuning methods 56 were required in order to form DKS. Piezo-tuning was sufficient, suggesting a practical absence of cavity thermal relaxation, which has complicated stable soliton generation in the past 14, 57 . The number of DKS ranged from 1 to 3. The effective average power (see Methods) required to generate these single-soliton states ranges from 18 to 180 mW, which is highly efficient considering the Q of the resonator as compared to recent experimental work in CW-driven Si 3 N 4 microresonators, of similar FSR, with even higher Q 19, 58 . The corresponding pulse energies range from 0.6 to 6 pJ, and we estimate the peak powers to be from 0.2 to 2 W based on the calculated EO-comb compression profile. Details on the simulation, multi-state spectra, EO-comb pulse compression can be found in the S.I.
Looking closely at the central EO-comb spectrum, one can see the minute amount of broadening due to selfphase modulation of the pulse as it travels through the 5 mm of Si 3 N 4 waveguide, representing the equivalent 'conventional supercontinuum' occurring on a 1 ps, sub-10 pJ pulse. Comparing this to the broadband DKS spectrum, produced by the same pulse incident on a resonator of the same length of Si 3 N 4 waveguide -5 mm -this puts the effect of resonant supercontinuum into stark contrast with its conventional counterpart.
Coherence properties. Fig. 2(d) shows the repetition rate beatnote of the DKS excluding the EOcomb spectrum. The beatnote corresponds exactly to 2 times the RF source frequency, and with a 1 Hz limited linewidth demonstrates high repetition rate stability. For measuring the optical coherence of the comb, optical heterodyne measurements are taken against increasing values of µ, the comb line index from the center pump, from 1550 nm to the outer edge at 1908 nm plotted in Fig.  2 (e-g). Fig 2(e) shows a narrow heterodyne beatnote at the edge of the EO-comb. As comb lines become further away from the center, their linewidth quickly broadens as shown in Fig. 2(f) , where we plot heterodyne beatnotes up to a range of 70 nm from the comb center. This noise multiplication continues to the long-wavelength edge of the comb, where the heterodyne beatnote with a narrowlinewidth 1908 nm laser is plotted in Fig. 2(g) . Here, the linewidth has expanded to around 7.5 MHz according to Gaussian fitting.
When we switch our RF signal generator from RF-1 to the lower noise source RF-2, and measure the heterodyne comb beatnotes at the same wavelengths, three examples of which are plotted in Fig. 2(f,g) , we find that linewidths are decisively more narrow. The linewidth at 1908 nm in particular has reduced by almost a factor of 10, down to 900 kHz. This difference in coherence at the wings of the spectrum, using different EO-comb RF sources, confirms to us that this is the result of RF noise multiplication, imposed on the comb spacing through the locking between the input pulse and the DKS. However, as shown in the S.I., when we form a conventional supercontinuum using an EO-comb driven by the same RF sources, we can detect the beatnote at 1908 nm only when RF-2 is used, not RF-1. This indicates the presence of an additional filtering effect possesd only by the DKS.
Noise Transfer Simulation. If one were to assume that the generated soliton is perfectly locked to the input pulse, we would expect the optical frequency noise of each soliton comb line to be coupled to the RF noise on the input pulse repetition rate f eo , such that S Si 3 N 4 resonator, where instead of a normally CW-driving term we use a pulsed input F (φ) (where φ is the spacial coordinate of the cavity) similar in duration to that used in the experiment. It is also slightly positively chirped, in line with our experimental EO-comb compression stage (see Methods and the S.I.), giving a negative phase curvature on the pulse 60 . Frequency noise equivalent to a uniform power-spectral density of S (rf) f (f ) = 1.0 Hz 2 /Hz is applied to the input pulse over a long period of 'slow time' (t > 2, 000t photon ), and the corresponding jitter of the soliton is captured. For this first simulation, we have set f eo , the input pulse repetition rate, to be equal to the FSR for fully synchronous driving.
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 3 . In the time domain (shown in Fig. 3(a,b) ), the generated soliton is located at its 'trapping point' at ∼ 0.6 ps at the trailing edge of the pulse 48 , but under these synchronous and symmetrical pulse conditions, it may equally find itself at -0.6 ps on the leading edge. As it's trapped, or locked, to the background input pulse, it inherits jitter and gradually walks back and forth in the 'fast time' domain. The noise of the input pulse itself, and its corresponding walk in the time domain, is plotted in Fig. 3(c) .
The corresponding frequency domain results are shown in Fig. 3(d,e ). Fig. 3 (e) in particular is obtained by taking the Fourier transform over both dimensions of the optical field in Fig. 3(b) , therefore plotting the power spectral densities on the y-axis of each individual comb line along the x-axis -a simulated heterodyne beatnote (normalized to peak). As is evident, the linewidth of each comb line widens considerably as they become further from the comb center. In Fig. 3(f) , individual beatnotes corresponding to the same comb line measurements shown in Fig. 2(f) show good qualitative agreement.
The profile of this frequency noise transfer to individual comb lines is given in Fig. 3(g,h) , where we plot their frequency noise spectra and corresponding normalized transfer functions T (µ) (f ) = S (µ) δν /(µ 2 S (rf) f ) respectively. As expected for low offset frequencies, noise power is fully multiplied by µ 2 , fulfilling the requirement for the soliton to be locked to the input pulse over the long term. Strikingly however, above some cut-off frequency f c ≈ 3 MHz, the transfer of noise power drops significantly at a slope of -20 dB/decade, showing how the soliton is able to 'ignore' fast background motion of the input pulse despite being locked to it over the long-term. Interestingly, this cut-off frequency is on the order of 100 times lower than the linear cavity bandwidth for this simulated Si 3 N 4 cavity, of 100 MHz, demonstrating that this filtering is born of the nonlinear DKS regime, as has been observed in MgF 2 crystalline microresonators 20 . Beyond this cutoff point, the transfer function begins to be dominated by the response of the cavity 61 , where we see a resonance located after the cavity bandwidth at κ, and a further strong cut-off at the cavity detuning at δω = 2π · 600 MHz. The exact nature of these resonances is beyond the scope of this work, though the simulated traces presented here are in excellent qualitative agreement with the numerical and experimental results presented in an independent and concurrent work by Brasch et al. 21 , where the full linear and nonlinear response is investigated in detail. Taking the β-line as a guide, these far-offset features will not factor into the linewidth of the outer comb lines 62 in this system.
Optimization of Nonlinear Filtering. Returning attention to the experimental heterodyne beatnote measurement at 1908 nm, we have observed an interesting effect when the driving repetition f eo is varied. Fig 4(a) shows the 1908 nm beatnote as f eo is swept from the minimum to the maximum of the soliton locking range (0 kHz defined as the minimum). The linewidth appears to narrow, reaching a minimum at the upper edge of the locking range, in this case 50 kHz. To characterize this narrowing phenomenon, we measured the frequency noise spectrum of this beatnote using in-phase/quadrature analysis 63 as f eo is varied across the locking range, which is shown in Fig. 4(b) . Also overlaid is µ S
here is the independently measured frequency noise spectrum of the signal generator RF-1 at 14 GHz, with comb line µ = 2 × 1300, (factor of 2 being from the half rep-rate driving). We further plot the corresponding experimental transfer functions T (µ) (f ), as before, in Fig. 4(c) . As shown, the frequency noise level of the 1908 nm beatnote very closely follows the multiplied RF noise until a certain cut-off frequency, which varies from a maximum of 2 MHz reducing to ∼500 kHz at the edge of the locking range. In excellent qualitative agreement with the simulation results in Fig 3, the value of this corner frequency is on the order of 100 times less than the linear cavity bandwidth, of 110 MHz, experimentally confirming the presence of nonlinear filtering.
We next carry out numerical simulations to analyze the f eo -dependent nonlinear filtering behavior. We apply a mismatch between the input pulse train repetition rate and the native repetition rate of the soliton (d = f eo − FSR). A small level of positive chirp on the input pulse is included in the simulation as per experimental condition (see Methods). Fig. 4(e) show the same type of result as Fig. 3(e) , only now for a DKS comb for 4 different values of d (manifesting as the gradient in the comb line centers) between -50 and 50 kHz. The effect on the comb linewidth broadening is dramatic. The simulated comb line for µ = −1300 as d is varied between 0 and 50 kHz (the maximum of the locking range) is displayed in Fig.  4(f) , showing excellent agreement with the experimental observation in Fig. 4(a) .
Our experimental and simulation results reveal that as the repetition rate mismatch d changes, the 'trapping' location of the DKS on the driving pulse, as well as the local trapping gradient can be significantly different. Previous studies have demonstrated that solitons can acquire a non-zero drift across the cavity space due to the presence of a gradient on the background driving field. Specifically, for a purely phase-modulated background, the soliton will become attracted to the peak of the phase profile 64 . Conversely, for pure amplitudevariation, a soliton will become attracted to the edge of the pulse, at some critical intensity level F C 48, 65 . In our experiment, the driving field is essentially a mixture of both amplitude modulation (pulse driving) and phase modulation (additional chirping). As a result, the soliton is drawn towards an intermediate trapping location between the intensity-based trap at the edge of the pulse, and the phase-based trap at the peak. This trapping point will be modified by d, which acts as an effective force 66 . In order for a DKS to continue to sustain itself, it must follow the pulse at its own shifted repetition rate, so that:
where φ S is the angular coordinate of the soliton inside the resonator. If d is non-zero, the soliton must move to a location in order to acquire a shifted repetition rate due the gradient in background phase and/or intensity 64, 65 . Fig. 4(d) illustrates these situations from (i) to (iii), where d < 0, d = 0, and d > 0. The soliton is initially positioned on the left, leading edge of the pulse. In Fig.  4d (i), the mismatch d and the intensity-based trapping force have combined to shift the soliton to the very left edge of the pulse. In d(ii), the soliton is located at its intermediate trapping point, which is symmetrical with the pulse. In d(iii), the mismatch d adds to the phase-based trapping force, causing the soliton to move closer to the peak. The observed change in noise transfer bandwidth with varied d can be understood intuitively as being due to the local trapping gradient 65 that gradually decreases from the edge of the pulse to the center. Analogous to atoms/particles trapped by optical potential wells 67 , a DKS trapped at a location closer to the input pulse center is subject to a shallower potential gradient, thus becoming more 'free-running' and less affected by the noise contained in the driving field. For Fig. 4e(i) where the soliton is being 'pulled' on the edge of the pulse, the broadening is maximized. For e(iv), where the soliton is instead being 'pushed' near the peak of the pulse, it has almost reduced to zero. The reduced noise transfer effect is well reproduced by our simulation, as shown in Fig.  4(g) . As d increases, the DKS gets closer to the pulse center. Consequently the cut-off frequency of the noise transfer function decreases, showing remarkable agreement with the experimental measurement in Fig. 4(c) .
Summary
Using the nonlinear, dispersion-engineered Si 3 N 4 microresonator platform, we have generated a smooth, resonant supercontinuum based on dissipative soliton formation, comprising over 2,000 comb teeth. By exploiting the resonant enhancement of the high-Q cavity, such a spectrum was generated with pulses 1-6 pJ in energy, >1 ps in duration, and on the order of single-Watt peak power. For future integration, the current EO-comb input could be replaced by an alternative provider of GHz rate, picosecond pulses, such as chip-based silicon or other semiconductor-based mode-locked lasers 68, 69 . Further tailoring of the dispersion landscape and replacing the straight-waveguide coupling section with an adiabatic or curved coupling section 70, 71 will improve the generation and extraction of the short wavelength side of the spectrum. This way, the soliton comb bandwidth can be increased from 2/3rds of an octave to a full octave, enabling f − 2f self-referencing. This work further invites a full exploration of the parameter space for input pulse chirp and flatness parameters in order to find further optimization of the frequency noise transfer, allowing the use of higher-noise voltage-controlled oscillators for locking the input pulse repetition rate. Overall, this work demonstrates a new chip-based technique for direct access to broadband spectra at microwave repetition rates using a pulsed input, without the use of interleaving, or additional electro-optic modulation after the fact. Importantly, it can provide a way of balancing the fundamental efficiency restrictions between conventional supercontinuum generation, and dissipative soliton microcombs. 
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Methods
Electro-optic comb The EO-comb is formed from a CW laser using an intensity modulator and three cascaded phase modulators, driven by an RF signal generator, creating approximately 50 spectral lines spaced by feo = 13.94 GHz. Two RF sources are used: RF-1: Rhode & Schwarz SMB100A; RF-2:, Keysight E8267D. The dispersion-based waveform compression stage amounts to 300 m of standard SMF-28, plus an additional length from 5 m of dispersion-compensating fiber (DCF) in order to purposefully leave a residual positive chirp on the pulse, increasing pulse duration up to ∼1.4 ps when not amplified (see S.I.).
Microresonator The Si3N4 microresonator used in this experiment has been fabricated with the photonic Damascene process 72 with a 2350×770 nm 2 cross-section, and possesses a loaded Q probability-distribution in the telecom band of 1.8 ± 0.3 × 10 6 . The cavity mode spectrum ωµ, per mode index µ, is expressed as ωµ−ω0−µD1 = k≥2 µ k D k k! , k ∈ N, with the higher-order cavity dispersion on the right-hand side. Spectroscopic measurements 73 yield D1 = 2π · 27.88 GHz (the FSR), and D2 = 2π · 7.2 kHz (β2 = −2πD2/LD 3 1 ). The location of the dispersive wave at ωDW = 2π·154 THz allows us to infer D3 ≈ −3D2D1/(ωDW−ω0) = 2π·15 Hz (β3 = −120 fs 3 /mm), when assuming D4 = 0.
DKS Measurement For the calculations of the effective power driving the resonant supercontinuum and conversion efficiency, we take into account the insertion loss of the lensedfiber to chip interface (2.4 dB), and consider only every second EO-comb line, spaced by 28 GHz, as coupled into the microresonator. This further reduces the average power and conversion efficiency by 3 dB, and the effective pulse energy and pulse peak power seen by the resonator by 6 dB. The repetition rate beatnote, of the soliton comb lines only, was found by filtering out the EO-comb spectrum using a combination of a chirped fiber-Bragg grating and a wavelength-division multiplexer.
Simulation method For the noise-transfer numerical investigation, we use the LLE as our mean-field model without higher order perturbations such as third-order and higherorder dispersion, stimulated Raman scattering, and spectral κ(ω) response:
(2) These omissions are so that the transfer of RF noise across the comb can be analyzed in its purest case. A full simulation of the generated DKS with all perturbations considered is provided in the S.I. The input pulse function F (φ, t) is expressed as a rectangular summation of lasing lines, similar to the experimental EO-comb:
with P0 the pulse peak power and M + 1 the total number of laser lines coupled to the cavity with spacing equal to the FSR. A residual dispersion is also applied to the pulse spectrumDc, which expresses the inexact dispersion compensation compressing the experimental EO-comb waveform (see S.I.). The long-term phase noise noise of the driving pulse is provided by δφ(t), related to the frequency noise of the RF source by δφ(t) = t 2π δf (t )dt .
The simulation parameters are chosen to reflect a basic Si3N4 resonator similar to that of the experiment: κ = 2π·100 MHz, coupling rate κex = 2π · 50 MHz (critical coupling), dispersion D2 = 2π·28 kHz, and nonlinear coupling g = 2π·0.054 Hz. The driving parameters are P0 = 900 mW (24× parametric oscillation threshold), δω = 6κ, and M = 24. Additional normal dispersion βc = +0.3 ps 2 , giving a spectral phase pro-fileDc = βc(µD1) 2 /2. Frequency-noise power spectra are found by Fourier-transform of the slow-time phase fluctuations of individual comb linesÃµ(t), as δfµ(t) = d dt arg(Ãµ(t)). As according to 48 , the critical amplitude FC to which a soliton locks for this detuning (δω > 3κ), based on pure intensitybased trapping, is close to the minimum amplitude required for DKS existence |Fc| 2 ≥ 2κ 2 δω π 2 gκex .
